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 day, Rama is offered a huge mountain by the Ocean God himself. The Ocean God advises Rama to donate the mountain to the
needy. Rama does as advised and earns the respect of all the Gods of the gods. Makara Tarakam Rama follows the teachings of

Vishvamitra and the Lomasa. He explains everything to his brother and the two of them set out to the north. They go to meet
Varaha the sea god. The sea god allows them to touch the back of the sea god as he agrees to help them. The brothers reach the

sources of all the rivers. They set out and visit all the gods of the seven rivers. They visit all the seven hills. Rama wins every
battle and helps the people of the region. Rama's wife Surasa is sent to meet him. The couple return home. After some time,

Lakshmana becomes the king of the kingdom and he allows Vishvamitra to set up a monastery. Vishvamitra sees Bharata in the
kingdom and sends him messages. Vishvamitra then sends the name of Tarakam as a replacement to take care of Bharata's

kingdom. Vishvamitra then returns to the monastery to teach others. Rama then travels to bring Tarakam back as the King of the
Kingdom. Rama meets Vishvamitra and stays in the monastery for 3 months. Rama asks Vishvamitra what he should do next.
Vishvamitra tells Rama that Tarakam is also a Sage. He tells Rama to do all the actions he does. Rama then sets out to meet

Tarakam. Tarakam lives in the forest. Rama gets lost and Tarakam comes out of the forest and offers to help him. Rama thanks
Tarakam. Tarakam then tells Rama to go to the forest and meet Yama. Tarakam gives Rama instructions to meet Yama. Rama

then goes to meet Yama and finds him residing in the forest. Rama is frightened to meet Yama and is about to return home
when he is advised by Yama to go home and to kill all the Rakshasas, Yavanas and Daityas that he finds on the way. Rama takes
Yama's instructions and goes to the forest and kills every Daitya that he meets. Rama returns home and meets Yama. Yama tells
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